Vallée des Saints - Quénéquillec - 22160 Carnoët
The first signs indicating the Valley of Saints are located on the D787 between Carhaix and
Callac, 2 communes located 12km from the site. Coming from Carhaix, it will be on your left,
on your right if you come from Callac or Guingamp. Then, you will find several signs on your
way to the Valley of Saints.

The Little Memo of
Guided Tours

Booking Mandatory
By phone : 02 96 91 62 26
By e-mail : amandine.lavds@gmail.com
Please provide your name, informations, number of participants, date and time, and
choice of formula (1 or 2).
Group Rates (Formula 1 and 2)
Rates applied on the final number of participants
- Group of 10 to 19 adultes : 5,00 €/person.
- Groupe of 20 adults and more : 4,00 €/person, free of charge for one accompanying
person per group.
- Children rates : 2,50 €/child for children from 7 to 17 years old included. Free for
children up to 6 years old included.
Groups must consist of at least 10 adults.
Bus drivers are not included in the group's headcount.
They can follow the guided tour free of charge if they wish.
Meeting point : Reception and shop area.
Please respect the booking schedule. If the group is late, the
price remains unchanged and the guided tour can be
shortened.

- Toilets on site.
- Depending on the climatic conditions, it is
advisable to bring a warm garment, a rain suit,
good shoes.
- People with reduced mobility, please contact
us.

www.lavalleedessaints.com

Adult Groups
2018

Formula 1 : Guided Tour - 1h30

The Valley of Saints,
a unique site in the world in the heart of Brittany
To visit the Valley of Saints is to unveil a glimpse of Brittany's
history, get in direct contact with art, and travel through a world of
marvellous legends and ancient rituals.
On a natural site at an altitude of 230m above sea level, offering a panoramic
view of Central Brittany, the Valley of Saints invites you to discover
monumental statues of 4m high on average, in the effigy of the Breton saints.
Each year, new sculptures are added to this majestic site. Since 2009,
passionate sculptors have come together to form huge blocks of Breton granite
and unveil their know-how. In 50 years' time, nearly 1000 statues should crowd
the Valley of Saints.

Duration of the guided tour adaptable on request: 1h to 2h.
First, your guide explains what the Valley of Saints is, why
and how monumental statues are erected each year, and
who are the Breton personalities represented. You will
appreciate the history of the place that has been occupied
by mankind for thousands of years, from prehistory to the
Middle Ages, which left the remains of a feudal clod.

The majority of the visit will be devoted to discovering
several statues and their mysterious attributes. Listen
carefully, the guide will tell you some Breton legends. How
did Saint Paol-Aurelian save the inhabitants of Batz Island
from a terrible dragon? How will St. Tenenan get rid of
leprosy instantly ? So many questions that will have no more
secrets for you !

The guides of the Valley of Saints welcome
you in an enchanting place
where history and legends intertwine for
an original visit full of discoveries !

Formula 2 : Guided Tour 45min +
Treasure Hunt 1h
For Work Committee-type groups, company seminars, and
for all those who wish to organise a fun and friendly outing,
combining cultural discovery and games.

94 monumental sculptures to discover in 2018
The Breton saints thus honoured are mostly religious from Great Britain and Ireland
who evangelized Armorica in the early Middle Ages. Their heritage is still present in
Brittany: many communes, churches, chapels and schools bear their names, not to
mention their famous legends which constitute the Breton culture.

The activity begins with a 45-minute guided tour that allows
for an exchange where everyone can ask questions.

Afterwards, the participants are divided into several groups.
Which team will then be the fastest to solve all the puzzles
of the treasure hunt ?
The objective is to create a team spirit through a fun challenge
that will allow all the participants to become actors of their
visit. Each team will have its own name with its own
personalized treasure hunt.

